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Quark-model hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon interactions by the Kyoto-Niigata group are applied to
the two-L plus a system in a three-cluster Faddeev formalism using two-cluster resonating-group method
kernels. The model fss2 gives a reasonable two-L separation energy DBLL=1.41 MeV, which is consistent
with the recent empirical value, DBLL
exp
=1.01±0.20 MeV, deduced from the Nagara event. Some important
effects that are not taken into account in the present calculation are discussed.
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A discovery of the double L hypernuclei, LL
6 He, called the
Nagara event [1] has provided an invaluable source of infor-
mation for the strength of the LL interaction. Before this
discovery, it had been believed that the two-L separation




6 Hed−Es4Hed was fairly large,
DBLL,4.3 MeV, which implies that the LL interaction is
more attractive than the corresponding 1S0 LN interaction. It
was argued in Ref. [2] that the proper treatment of the
LL-JN coupling effect in the LLa model is important to
reproduce this DBLL value in the coupled-channel AGS for-
malism using the 1S LL interaction of the Nijmegen model
D. Now it is clear that the Nijmegen model D is not appro-
priate to describe the double L hypernuclei. Almost unique
identification of the sequential decay processes involved in
the Nagara event enforced it necessary to reanalyze the pre-
vious three events of the double L hypernuclei [3–5] and led
to the conclusion that the LL interaction is actually weakly
attractive, under the assumption of possible involvement of
excited states in the intermediate processes. The DBLL value
deduced from the Nagara event is 1.01±0.20 MeV [1].
Based on this experimental information, several calcula-
tions have been carried out to determine the strength of the
LL interaction precisely and to find an appropriate interac-
tion model mainly among the meson-theoretical Nijmegen
models. For example, Filikhin, Gal, and Suslov [6] per-
formed detailed Faddeev calculations using the LLa cluster
model with many phenomenological LL interactions and the
so-called Isle La potential with a repulsion core. They used
the S-wave La and LL potentials for all the allowed partial
waves. Since LL
6 He is essentially an S-wave dominant sys-
tem, their approximation is legitimate. Nevertheless, the
Nijmegen soft-core model NSC97e [7] was found to have
too weak LL interaction, corresponding to DBLL
,0.66 MeV [6].
We have discussed in Ref. [8] that the cluster model cal-
culation with the a cluster needs a special care with an im-
portant rearrangement effect originating mainly from the
starting energy dependence of the G-matrix interaction,
when we consider composite-particle interactions starting
from bare baryon-baryon interactions. For example, the en-
ergy loss of the interaction term in 4He due to the added L
particle is estimated to be 2.5–2.9 MeV in the model-
independent way. This effect plays a major role to explain
the well-known overbinding phenomena of the L
5 He. This
effect is renormalized in usual La potentials by fitting the L
separation energy BLsL
5 Hed=3.12±0.02 MeV. In the LLa
system, however, there still remains an unrenormalizable ef-
fect mainly originating from the starting energy dependence
of the LN interaction, which is found to be a repulsive effect
of about 1 MeV [8]. As the result, the S-state matrix element
of the LL interaction is not −DBLL,−1 MeV, but should be
more attractive than −2 MeV. From this argument, we can
conclude that the 1S0LL interaction of NSC97e is by far too
weak, and there is no meson-theoretical models available to
explain the Nagara event.
The purpose of this brief report is to show the extent how
our quark-model baryon-baryon interaction fss2 [9,10] can
give a consistent description of the LN and LL interactions
with the available experimental data of light single- and
double-L hypernuclei. The model fss2 describes all the
available nucleon-nucleon sNNd and hyperon-nucleon sYNd
scattering data, by incorporating the effective meson-
exchange potentials at the quark level. It is now extended to
the arbitrary two-baryon systems of the octet baryons with-
out introducing any extra parameters [10]. The strangeness
S=−2 sector, in particular, involves several important aspects
of the baryon-baryon interactions. First it contains the LL
interaction, whose knowledge is essential to understand the
binding mechanism of the double-L hypernuclei. The second
is that the isospin T=0 system corresponds to the so-called
H-particle channel, in which a strong attraction is expected
from the color-magnetic interaction of the quark model. The
third is the existence of the Pauli-forbidden state at the quark
level, with the SU3 quantum number s11ds. The existence of
such Pauli-forbidden state usually implies a strong repulsion*Electronic address: fujiwara@ruby.scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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in some particular channels. It is therefore important to deal
with the effect of the Pauli principle properly in the quark-
model baryon-baryon interactions. Here we carry out Fad-
deev calculations of the LLa system, by directly using the
quark-model baryon-baryon interactions in the strangeness
S=−2 sector, and show that the LL interaction of fss2 is
consistent with the Nagara event after several corrections
which are not easily incorporated in the present calculation.
The three-cluster Faddeev formalism used here is recently
developed for general three-cluster systems interacting via
two-cluster resonating-group method (RGM) kernels [11,12].
A nice point of this formalism is that the underlying NN, YN,
and hyperon-hyperon sYYd interactions are more directly re-
lated to the structure of the hypernuclei than the models as-
suming simple two-cluster potentials. The reliability of this
formalism is already confirmed in several systems; i.e., the
three-nucleon bound state [13], the hypertriton [14], the 3a
and Laa systems [15]. The last application involves an ef-
fective LN force, called the SB force, which is a simple
two-range Gaussian potential generated from the phase-shift
behavior of fss2, by using an inversion method based on
supersymmetric quantum mechanics [16]. It is given by
vs1Ed = − 128.0 exps− 0.8908 r2d + 1015 exps− 5.383 r2d ,
vs3Ed = − 56.31 f exps− 0.7517 r2d + 1072 exps− 13.74 r2d ,
s1d
where r is the relative distance between L and N in fm and
the energy is measured in MeV. The odd interaction is as-
sumed to be zero (pure Serber type). We generate the La
potential by folding these with the simple s0sd4 shell-model
wave function of the a cluster. In Eq. (1) an adjustable pa-
rameter f is introduced to circumvent the overbinding prob-
lem of L
5 He. The value f =0.8923 is necessary to reproduce
the empirical value BLsL
5 Hed=3.120 MeV, when the har-
monic oscillator width parameter of the a cluster is assumed
to be n=0.257 fm−2. By using this LN force and the aa
RGM kernel generated from the three-range Minnesota
force, we have shown in Ref. [15] that the mutually related,
aa, 3a, and aaL systems are well reproduced in terms of a
unique set of the baryon-baryon interactions. In particular,
the ground-state and excitation energies of L
9 Be are repro-
duced within 100,200 keV accuracy.
The total wave function of the LLa system is expressed
as the superposition of two independent Faddeev compo-
nents c and w: C=c+ s1− P12dw. The two L particles are
numbered 1 and 2, the a-cluster is numbered 3. The Faddeev
equations read
c = G0T˜LLs«LLds1 − P12dw ,
w = G0TLasc − P12wd . s2d
Here, T˜LLs«LLd is the LL component of the redundancy-free
LL-JN-SS T˜ matrices in the specific channel with the
strangeness S=−2 and the isospin T=0. These T matrices are
generated from the RGM kernel of the YY interaction,
VYY
RGMs«YYd, by solving the full coupled-channel Lippmann-
Schwinger equation in the momentum space. The elimination
of the Pauli-forbidden state with the SU3 quantum number
s11ds is automatically taken care of, simply by using the
“RGM” T matrix, T˜LLs«LLd, according to the prescription
given in Ref. [11]. The total wave function C is orthogonal
to this Pauli-forbidden state, if we formulate a full coupled-
channel Faddeev equation for the LLa-JNa-SSa system.
Such a calculation is not feasible for the time being, since we
also need the Na, Ja, and Sa interactions. Here we simply
use the LL component of the redundancy-free T˜ matrix. The
energy dependence involved in the RGM kernel and the T˜
matrix is treated self-consistently by calculating the matrix
elements of the (quark-model) LL Hamiltonian as
«LL = kCuhLL + VLL
RGMs«LLduCl . s3d
The detailed prescription for the energy dependence of the
RGM kernel and the Pauli-forbidden state in the quark-
model baryon-baryon interaction is given in Ref. [14]. A
Faddeev formalism involving two identical particles (or clus-
ters) is spelled out in Ref. [15].
Since we are interested in the Jp=0+ ground state with the
isospin T=0, the channel specification scheme of the LLa
system is very simple. It becomes even simpler if we intro-
duce no noncentral forces since the La interaction is known
to involve a very weak spin-orbit force. In the sLLd−a
channel, the exchange symmetry of the two L’s requires
s−dl+S=1, where l and S are the relative orbital angular-
momentum and spin values of the two-L subsystem. The
possible two-L states are therefore 1ll (l=even) for S=0
and 3ll (l=odd) for S=1. If we neglect noncentral forces,
the spin value S and the total orbital angular-momentum
quantum number L are good quantum numbers, and only 1S0,1D2,
1G4, . . . states of the LL interaction contribute in the
ground state with L=S=0. Note that the orbital angular-
momentum of the a particle, ,, is equal to l since J=0.
Similarly, in the sLad-L channel, the relative angular-
momentum of the La subsystem, ,1, is equal to the orbital
angular momentum of the spectator L, ,2, because of the
parity conservation and the possible spin value, S=0 or 1.
These simplifications are of course the result of the channel
truncation that we do not include the coupling to the possible
JNa and SSa configurations, in the present LLa model
space. All the partial waves up to lmax-,1max=6-6 are in-
cluded for l=, and ,1=,2. The momentum discretization
points with n1-n2-n3=10-10-5 in the previous notation [15]
are used for solving the Faddeev equations. This ensures
1 keV accuracy.
Table I shows the DBLL values in MeV, predicted by vari-
ous combinations of the LN and LL interactions. Here, we
also show results of the other LN effective potentials and a
simple three-range Gaussian potential, VLL(Hiyama), used in
Ref. [17]. We find that this LL potential and the RGM T
matrix for the old version of our quark-model interaction
FSS [18] yield very similar results with the large DBLL val-
ues about 3.6 MeV, since the LL phases shifts predicted by
these interactions increase up to about 40°. The improved
quark model fss2 yields DBLL=1.41 MeV for the SB LN
potential. The energy gain or loss due to the expansion of the
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partial waves from the S-wave to the I-wave is 35
,−50 keV, depending on the weakly attractive or repulsive
nature of the P-wave LN force. In Table I, results are also
shown for VLL(SB), which is a two-range Gaussian potential
generated from the 1S0 LL phase shift of fss2, by using the
supersymmetric inversion method [16]. This potential is
given by
VLLsSBd = − 103.9 exps− 1.176 r2d + 658.2 exps− 5.936 r2d ,
s4d
where r is the relative distance between two L’s in fm and
the energy in MeV. This potential reproduces the low-energy
behavior of the LL phase shift of fss2 quite well, as seen in
Fig. 1. We use this for all even partial waves and set the odd
components zero by assuming the pure Serber type. [The odd
components of the LL interaction give no contribution to the
present calculation in the LS coupling scheme anyway.] We
find that this LL potential yields larger DBLL values than the
fss2 RGM T-matrix by 0.36–0.58 MeV. We think that this
difference of around 0.5 MeV between our fss2 result and
the VLL(SB) result is probably because we neglected the
coupled-channel effects of the LLa channel to the JNa and
SSa channels. In our previous Faddeev calculation for 3H
[13], the energy gain due to the increase of the partial waves
from the 2-channel (S-wave only) to 5-channel (S+D waves)
calculations is 0.36–0.38 MeV (see Table III of Ref. [13]).
We should keep in mind that in all of these three-cluster
calculations the Brueckner rearrangement effect of the
a-cluster with the magnitude of about 1 MeV (repulsive) is
very important [8]. It is also reported in Ref. [19] that the
quark Pauli effect between the a cluster and the L hyperon
yields a non-negligible repulsive contribution of
0.1–0.2 MeV for the L separation energy of LL
6 He, even
when a rather compact s3qd size of b,0.6 fm is assumed as
in our quark-model interactions. Taking all of these effects
into consideration, we can conclude that the present results
by fss2 are in good agreement with the experimental value,
DBLL
exp
=1.01±0.20 MeV, by the Nagara event [1].
Table II lists the energy decomposition to kinetic- and
potential-energy contributions for the SB LN force. We find
that the LL potential matrix element in fss2 is −2.4,
−2.6 MeV, which is much weaker than that of FSS and the
Hiyama potential s−6,−7 MeVd. This is consistent with the
s0sd matrix element of the LL G-matrix of fss2 [8],
ks0sd2 uGLL u s0sd2l=−2.95 MeV, obtained for the free-space
G-matrix calculation with n=0.25 fm−2. For the normal
nucleon density, r0=1.35 fm−1, this value is slightly reduced
to −2.83 MeV. If r0 is also assumed for L, it is further re-
duced to −2.63 MeV. If we compare the La kinetic-energy
matrix elements in fss2 s8.553 MeVd and in VLL(SB)
s8.774 MeVd with that of the EsL
9 Bed system in Ref. [15],
9.215 MeV [see Eq. (30) of Ref. [15]], the latter is a little
larger since the L is more strongly attracted by the two a
clusters. The «La value −2.5,−2.8 MeV in Table II should
be compared with the free value −3.12 MeV in L
5 He, but the
decomposition to the kinetic-energy and potential-energy
TABLE I. Comparison of DBLL values in MeV, predicted by
various LL interactions and VLN potentials. The LL potential
VLL(Hiyama) is the three-range Gaussian potential used in Ref.
[17], and VLL(SB) the two-range Gaussian potential given in Eq.
(4). FSS and fss2 use the LL RGM T matrix in the free space, with
«LL being the LL expectation value determined self-consistently.
For NS-JB VLN potentials, see Refs. [15,17]. DBLL
exp
=1.01±0.20 MeV [1].
VLL Hiyama FSS fss2 SB
VLN DBLL DBLL «LL DBLL «LL DBLL
SB 3.618 3.657 5.124 1.413 5.938 1.910
NS 3.548 3.630 5.151 1.366 5.947 1.914
ND 3.181 3.237 4.479 1.288 5.229 1.645
NF 3.208 3.305 4.622 1.271 5.407 1.713
JA 3.370 3.473 4.901 1.307 5.702 1.824
JB 3.486 3.599 5.141 1.327 5.952 1.911
FIG. 1. 1S0 phase shifts, predicted by fss2, in the LL-JN-SS
coupled-channel system with the isospin I=0. The single-channel
phase shift of the LL scattering, predicted by the SB potential, is
also shown in circles.
TABLE II. Decomposition of the ground-state energy of
LL
6 He sEd, and the LL s«2Ld and La s«Lad expectation values to
the kinetic- and potential-energy contributions. The SB LN force is
used. The unit is in MeV. The experimental value is Eexp=
−7.25±0.19 MeV [1].
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contributions is fairly different since ELa=3.854−6.974=
−3.120 MeV in L
5 He.
The G-matrix calculation of fss2 also shows that the chan-
nel coupling effect to the LL matrix element is 0.5
,1 MeV, and the Pauli blocking effect of the JN channel is
about 0.2 MeV. The latter is almost half of the 0.43 MeV,
claimed in Ref. [20]. We can also carry out the Faddeev
calculation by switching off the channel coupling in the
T-matrix calculations. The results for the fss2 LL and SB
LN model are DBLL=1.141 MeV for the LL single-channel
calculation and 1.454 MeV for the LL-JN double-channel
calculation. The energy gain by the full coupled-channel
T-matrix calculation is only 0.27 MeV. However, such trun-
cation of channels spoils the exact treatment of the Pauli
principle, and the RGM T matrix does not satisfy the or-
thogonality condition to the Pauli forbidden s11ds state.
Summarizing this work, we have applied the quark-model
YN and YY interactions, fss2 [9,10] and FSS [18], to the
Faddeev calculation of the LLa system for LL
6 He, in the new
three-cluster Faddeev formalism using two-cluster RGM ker-
nels. The La T matrix is generated from the LN effective
force, which is derived from the 1S0 and
3S1 LN phase shifts
of fss2 by the supersymmetric inversion method [16]. With a
single adjustable parameter, this LN force gives a realistic
description of the L
5 He and L
9 Be systems [15]. The LL inter-
action of the quark-model baryon-baryon interactions is
therefore reliably examined by solving the RGM T matrix in
the LL-JN−SS coupled-channel formalism, and by using it
in the coupled-channel Faddeev equation. Here we have used
only LLa configuration and obtained DBLL=1.41 MeV for
fss2, as a measure of the two-L separation energy. A simple
Gaussian LL potential, reproducing the 1S0 LL phase shift
of fss2, yields DBLL=1.91 MeV. Considering some repul-
sive effects from the Brueckner rearrangement of the a clus-
ter s,1 MeVd [8] and the quark Pauli principle between the
a cluster and the L hyperon s,0.1–0.2 MeVd [19], we can
conclude that the present results by fss2 are in good agree-
ment with the experimental value, DBLL
exp
=1.01±0.20 MeV,
deduced from the Nagara event [1]. Together with previous
several Faddeev calculations, we have found that the model
fss2 gives reasonable descriptions of many three-body sys-
tems, including the three-nucleon bound state [13], the hy-
pertriton [14], L
9 Be [15], and LL
6 He.
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